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ABSTRACT

The paper comparatively investigates the relation between controlled vocabularies assigned by the experts in Library of Congress and tags assigned by users in Library Thing database in three subjects, Economics, History and Sociology under Social Science domain. Based on Term matching (S= 14.80 %, E= 12.77 % and H= 8.06 %) and Jaccard similarity coefficient (E= 0.15, S= 0.15 and H= 0.11), we found little matching between both vocabularies. We also found that experts mostly use double-word and multi-word specific topical terms (S= 73.14 %, E= 72.89 % and H= 61.05 %), whereas social taggers mostly use single-word general non-topical terms (E= 54.88 %, H= 54.21 % and S= 48.55%) and little topical and few personal terms. While comparison with LCSH subfield, we found that experts prefer topical terms for all subjects, whereas, taggers only prefer it for Economics and geographic subdivision terms for History and Sociology, but they don’t prefer chronological terms for tagging. Even, experts prefer little title-based terms (H= 196 terms, S= 195 terms and E= 175 terms) but taggers mostly prefer title-based terms (H= 673 terms, S= 564 terms and E= 444 terms) in three subjects. However, the study concludes that both vocabularies are different, but libraries can exploit those uncontrolled vocabularies and can introduce 'hybrid metadata ecology' which combines controlled vocabularies, classification and folksonomies for better subject access and retrieval of social science documents.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since a long time, finding a document by its subject is a common search practice in library catalogues and different bibliographic databases. Though subject-based search is challenging but still users prefer along with author and title-based searches¹-³. Subject-based searches led users to retrieve documents by its subject. With the rapid growth of literature, it is essential for subject indexers or cataloguers to enhance the subject access of library materials so that subject-based retrieval could be possible⁴. Enhancement of subject access is possible through the efficient exploitation of subject metadata that derives from subject cataloguing or subject indexing which provides a direct approach to find a document or group of documents based on subject⁵-¹⁰. To make the cataloguing process effective, subject cataloguing first determines the content of documents and then allows cataloguers or indexers to use controlled vocabularies which is a list of standard terms as subject descriptors like list of subject headings used in document description in order to ensure uniformity, universality and discoverability of library records in library catalogues and other bibliographic databases¹¹-¹³. Some researchers still identified that subject access has been given the least priority than optimal in library catalogues and commercial bibliographic databases which results to several retrieval failures¹⁴. The failures may come from both sides, either search query is not formulated properly by users or the indexed documents are not defined with adequate subject terms¹⁵-¹⁶. To alleviate this problem, cataloguers must prefer hybrid approach of both controlled and uncontrolled (natural languages) vocabularies simultaneously like modern search engines (Google, Yahoo and Bing etc.) prefer hybrid approach for document indexing which led them to enhance the subject access by matching indexed documents with diversified user queries¹⁷. In that context, a parallel concept as social tagging (a process of social cataloguing) has emerged with the appearance of web 2.0 applications which allows natural languages in the form of keywords for document indexing. Social tagging allows users to assign keywords as tags and other kinds of metadata as per their need that helps to retrieve those resources in future (Sample Social tags mentioned in Fig. 1)⁷,¹⁸-¹⁹. Social tagging differs from traditional subject cataloguing in many ways but the core philosophy is that any users can assign tags to any web resources using any keywords (uncontrolled terms) but, in case of subject cataloguing,
only librarians, trained cataloguers only conduct the process of subject cataloguing using controlled terms\textsuperscript{20}.

Though, being originated from uncontrolled environment, social tags suffer from inherent issues, but still several information scientists identified their effectiveness and prescribed to incorporate them into libraries for document indexing\textsuperscript{21-22}. Further, with the rapid growth of social science literature, it is important for librarians and cataloguers to provide quality subject access to those heterogeneous resources. Several researchers tried to measure both vocabularies from different perspective in different domains, but no study carried out in this direction. Therefore, the main goal of the study is to investigate the relation between both controlled and uncontrolled vocabularies and their effectiveness in three social science subjects.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Several information scientists have identified and discussed the importance and effectiveness of social tags in different domains in different ways. Some researchers like Heymann, \textit{et al.}; Zubiaga, \textit{et al.}; Bischoff, \textit{et al.}; Noll and Meinel; and Syn and Spring determined social tags as subject metadata can be applied in libraries. Heymann, \textit{et al.} compared Open Directory Project and Delicious bookmarking systems and found that experts take more time in metadata generation than bookmarking in Delicious system\textsuperscript{23}. Zubiaga, \textit{et al.} also identified that user-generated annotation is better for categorising web pages\textsuperscript{24}. Bischoff, \textit{et al.} found that social tags are better than expert-assigned metadata in the domain of music\textsuperscript{21}. Noll and Meinel also compared social tags and author-generated keywords for web documents and found that assigned tags are closer than author-generated metadata for the same document\textsuperscript{22}. Even, Syn and Spring identified that social tags are equal to author-generated keywords for describing academic papers\textsuperscript{25}. Again, some researchers like Yu and Chen; and Hoe Lian Goh, \textit{et al.} also identified that social tags can improve the quality of metadata and facilitate in resource discovery. Yu and Chen tried to enhance library subject headings using folksonomy tags and found that subject headings can be enriched by folksonomy tags\textsuperscript{26}. Hoe Lian Goh, \textit{et al.} tried to find the effectiveness of 150 popular del.icio.us tags on resource discovery and they found that out of 150 tags, some tags are effective and can be used for resource discovery\textsuperscript{27}.

Further, some researchers like Lu, \textit{et al.}; Carman; Thomas, Caudle and Schmitz; and Yi and Chan compared both LC subject headings with Library Thing tags and LC subject headings with social tags to identify the similarities and dissimilarities between them. Lu, \textit{et al.} compared LC subject headings with Library Thing tags to measure the relation between them. They collected 176105 unique tags and 7628 LCSH descriptors for the comparison and found that a small portion (2.2 \%) of social tags matched with LCSH descriptors which shows that metadata assigned by both experts and users are different. Moreover, the study recommends using both social tags and LC subject descriptors, libraries can enhance the subject access of library collections\textsuperscript{28}. Carman compared both LC subject headings and Library Thing tags in ten fiction and fantasy books and found good matching between both vocabularies\textsuperscript{29}. Thomas, Caudle and Schmitz also compared both metadata in order to identify whether both vocabularies complement each other and if so, to which extent they complement each other. They found that social tags provide additional subject access by providing terms other than experts\textsuperscript{30}. Yi and Chan compared folksonomy tags and LC subject headings in order to identify similarities between them. They found that two-thirds of all the tags matched with LCSH terms\textsuperscript{31}.

Several studies identified the effectiveness of social tags and its relation with LC subject headings in different domains, but the present study is different from them because no such study even measures and compares the application and effectiveness of social tags in three subjects Economics, History and Sociology under social science domain. With that context, our study can shed light on the possibility of resource description using uncontrolled terms (social tags) in social science.
3. OBJECTIVES
We formulated some basic objectives based on which we carried out our investigation as follows:
• to identify whether uncontrolled terms are similar to controlled terms in Social Science.
• to identify whether uncontrolled terms can enhance the subject access to Social Science documents.
• to know whether uncontrolled terms complement controlled terms in the description and retrieval of Social Science books.

4. METHODOLOGY
The main purpose of this study is to identify whether uncontrolled terms (social tags) can be used with controlled terms (LCSH descriptors) in resource description in social science domain. To carry out the entire evaluation, the study has chosen three social science subjects like Economics, History and Sociology and two popular online databases like LibraryThing (https://www.librarything.com/) and the Library of Congress Online Catalogue (https://catalog.loc.gov). We preferred LibraryThing database (a social cataloguing website) for collecting social tags and LC Online Catalogue for collecting LCSH descriptors.

We have chosen thousand book titles (1000) from each three subject like Economics, History and Sociology and in total, three thousand books (3000) from Social Science. We developed few parameters before selecting books from the LibraryThing database, those books were selected that have at least three tags (≥ 3) assigned by social taggers in the tag display section and that have at least catalogued by ten members (≥ 10). Even, selecting books from LOC database, we preferred those books that have at least one subject descriptor (≥ 1) present under the MARC field 650 (Subject Added Entry - Topical Term) in the LOC database. Though, LC MARC database contains several fields under 6XX to represent subject-related information, but we preferred only those book titles that have field 650 (Subject Added Entry – Topical Term) and field 651 (Subject Added Entry – Geographic Name).

We only selected those tags in LibraryThing database that contain a tag frequency at least two (≥ 2) or more than that under the assigned tags section. Tag frequency reveals the usage of tags, which means the number of times the tag is being used for description. Before collecting descriptors from LOC database, we ensured that under field 650, the first indicator (level of subject) will be zero (0) to two (2), and the second indicator will be zero (0), whereas, in case of field 651, the first indicator will be # (undefined) and the second indicator will be zero (0) to represent the Library of Congress Subject Headings. In traditional cataloguing systems, the experts create subject headings of books in general to specific form which looks like a string of words concatenated by a hyphen (-), e.g., United States--History--Revolution, 1775-1783, but the same is represented in MARC format through different subfields like $a United States $x History $y Revolution, 1775-1783. Each MARC field contain a few subfields that represent different subject facets, and those subject facets entirely form the subject heading under a given book. We only have chosen five subfields like $a- Topical term or geographic name entry element; $x- General subdivision; $y- Chronological subdivision; $z- Geographic subdivision; $v- Form subdivision under field 650 and 651. The descriptors that appeared on those subfields were collected individually. While collecting those descriptors, it was found that some subject descriptors appeared in more than one subfield. In the below example, a book entitled ‘Why Nations Fail: The Origins of Power, Prosperity and Poverty’ (LCNN-2011023538), where it is found that the descriptor ‘developing countries’ appears on both subfield $a and $z simultaneously under MARC data.

5. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
5.1 Terminological Matching in Social Science
We compared both social tags and LCSH descriptor vocabulary to identify similarities and dissimilarities between them. We found that (mentioned in Table 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Total terms and unique terms in three subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economics (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCSH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[TT = Total terms and UT = Unique terms]
in one side, overlapping terms comprise a small portion of social tags where Sociology (S= 14.80 %) has more matching than Economics (E= 12.77 %) and History (H= 8.06 %), respectively. Another side, overlapping terms comprise a major portion of LCSH descriptors under three subjects where Sociology (S= 60.87 %) has higher matching than Economics (E= 47.39 % and History (H= 41.65 %). That means there is more than 40 % chance in three subjects, where LCSH descriptors can be used as tags by taggers.

5.2 Rank Correlation of Matching Terms in Social Science
The Spearman’s Rank correlation of matching terms (mentioned in Fig 2) reveals that a strong rank correlation exists between terms under three subjects, where it is found that Sociology (r = 0.89) has a comparatively higher rank correlation than History (r = 0.88) and Economics (r = 0.75). That means matching terms have a strong association under Sociology than History and Economics.

5.3 Jaccard Similarity Coefficient in Five Clusters of Terms in Social Science
Further, we tried to measure the similarity of highly used tags and descriptors between both vocabularies in three subjects using Jaccard Similarity Coefficient (J). We segregated highly used five hundred terms into five cluster of terms like top 100 terms, top 200 terms, top 300 terms, top 400 terms and top 500 terms. We found that (through Fig 3) Jaccard coefficient (J) is comparatively less under three subjects, where Economics (J= 0.15) and Sociology (J= 0.15) have higher average Jaccard coefficient (J) than History (J= 0.11). That means little similarity exists among top frequent terms between both datasets under three subjects.

The following equation was used for Jaccard Coefficient (J).

\[
J(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|} = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A| + |B| - |A \cap B|}
\]

(4)

(Where A = social tags and B = LCSH descriptors)

5.4 Categories of Social Tags and LCSH Descriptors in Social Science
We compared both vocabularies to identify the categories like single-word, double-word and multi-word terms and preferences like topical, non-topical and personal terms assigned by social taggers and experts. We found that (mentioned in Table 3) social taggers mostly prefer single-word terms, whereas, experts mostly prefer double-word and multi-word terms. We also found that (mentioned in Table 4) experts use more topical terms (S= 73.14 %, E= 72.89 % and H= 61.05 %) than social taggers (S=47.41 %, H= 42.12 % and E= 39.22 %), whereas, social taggers use more terms (E= 54.88 %, H= 54.21 % and S= 48.55 %) and some

Table 2. Subject-wise terminological matching scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>ST UT</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>ST UT</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>ST UT</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economics (E)</td>
<td>2983</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>6123</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>4655</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History (H)</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>47.39</td>
<td>1186</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[UT = Unique terms & MT = Matching terms]

Figure 2. Spearman’s rank correlation in three subjects.

Figure 3. Jaccard similarity coefficient in five clusters of terms.
personal terms for their interest. Further, through term frequency analysis, we found that (mentioned in Table 5) social taggers mostly used topical terms whereas, experts used specific topical terms.

5.5 Individual Book-wise Comparison of Social Tags with LCSH Descriptors in Social Science

We also compared social tags with LCSH descriptors at individual book level for three thousand books taken under the study. We found different percentage of matching starting from 0 % to 100 % between both vocabularies. We found that (through Fig. 4) the subject Economics (E= 92) has the lowest number of books than Sociology (S= 119) and History (H= 126), which have 0 % matching between both vocabularies. Again, the subject Economics contains major books (E= 247) which have 100 % matching between both vocabularies than Sociology (S= 202) and History (H= 78) respectively. Moreover, we found that all three subjects (E= 582, S= 555 and H= 512) contain more than fifty percent books that have 50 to 100 percent matching.

5.6 Social Tags Compared with LCSH Subdivisions in Social Science

We also tried to identify whether social taggers assign the similar types of terms as experts prefer to assign in MARC subfields. We found that (through Table 6) experts highly prefer subfield $a$ terms and prefer $v$ terms, whereas, social taggers mostly prefer $a$ terms as tags under Economics $85.40 \%$ and subfield $z$ terms for History $(71.64 \%)$ and Sociology $(71.64 \%)$ and less prefer $v$ terms as tags in Economics $(27.27 \%)$ and subfield $y$ for History $(5.5\%)$ and Sociology $(9.8 \%)$. That means, social taggers prefer subfield $a$ terms as tags but they don’t prefer subfield $y$ terms for tags.

5.7 Social Tags & LCSH Descriptors Compared with Each Book Title in Social Science

We compared social tags and LCSH descriptors with title words of three thousand books in order to identify whether experts and social taggers prefer title-based terms or not for document description. The quantity

Table 3. Categories of social tags and LCSH descriptors based on word length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Single-word terms</th>
<th>Double-word terms</th>
<th>Multi-word terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>LCSH</td>
<td>ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1546 (51.83%)</td>
<td>277 (34.45%)</td>
<td>1235 (41.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2596 (42.4%)</td>
<td>527 (44.44%)</td>
<td>2696 (44.03%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>2258 (48.51%)</td>
<td>436 (38.52%)</td>
<td>1976 (42.49%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Categories of social tags and LCSH descriptors based on topical, non-topical and personal terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Topical terms</th>
<th>Non-topical terms</th>
<th>Personal terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>LCSH</td>
<td>ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1170 (39.22%)</td>
<td>586 (72.89%)</td>
<td>1637 (54.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2579 (42.12%)</td>
<td>724 (61.05%)</td>
<td>3321 (54.24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>2207 (47.41%)</td>
<td>828 (73.14%)</td>
<td>2260 (48.55%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Individual book-wise matching of social tags with LCSH descriptors for three subjects.
Table 6. Terms appeared on LCSH subfields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Economics (E)</th>
<th>History (H)</th>
<th>Sociology (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of terms appeared</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>1679</td>
<td>1146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique terms</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of terms used as tags</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>50.79</td>
<td>54.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Total terms & unique terms appearing on book titles subject wise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Economics (E)</th>
<th>History (H)</th>
<th>Sociology (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TA UT</td>
<td>1264 444 (14.88 % of TUST)</td>
<td>1457 673 (10.99 % of TUST)</td>
<td>1284 564 (12.12 % of TUST)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA UT</td>
<td>603 175 (21.77 % of TULCSH)</td>
<td>481 196 (16.53 % of TULCSH)</td>
<td>425 195 (17.23 % of TULCSH)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[TA = Terms appeared, UT= Unique Terms, TUST= Total Unique Social tags, TULCSH= Total Unique LCSH descriptors]
of terms appeared in both vocabularies (mentioned in Table 7) under three subjects reveals that social taggers use more title-based terms than experts, comparatively high in History (H = 673) than Sociology (S = 564) and Economics (E = 444). Though social taggers prefer title-based terms, we found that social tag vocabulary contains 15% terms as title-based terms and other 85% terms as non-title-based terms. Again, we measured the range of tags and descriptors those appeared on book titles. We found that (through Fig 5 & Fig 6) major books (E = 466, S = 430 and H = 425) have one tag appeared on book titles, whereas, major books (S = 637, H = 603 and E = 502) have zero descriptors appeared on book titles (S = 637, H = 603 and E = 502)28,33-34.

6. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

We investigated the effectiveness and applicability of uncontrolled terms in comparison with controlled terms in document description under three subject like Economics, History and Sociology in Social Science domain. We found that History subject taggers assign more tags than Sociology and Economics subject taggers which shows that all three subject taggers have good intentions towards social tagging but comparatively, History subject taggers are more active in tagging than other subject taggers. Though there is a good number of tags assigned but the similarity level between both vocabularies is very less. Again, the uncontrolled vocabulary is very large and contains more than 80% of terms other than controlled terms for three subjects. Again, though History subject taggers are more active for assigning tags but Sociology and Economics subject taggers perform better than History in vocabulary matching scenario. Further, through our study, we identified tagging preferences among social taggers and experts in three subjects like social taggers mostly prefer good number of single-word non-topical terms, small percentage of topical terms and personal terms, whereas, experts prefer mostly double-word and multi-word topical terms and little percentage of non-topical terms.

Frequency analysis also reveals that social taggers prefer general topical terms but experts prefer specific topical terms. Even, we also identified tagging preferences differ from subject to subject among social taggers like Economics subject taggers mostly prefer topical terms (Sa subfield terms) for tagging but they don’t prefer form division terms (subfield Sv terms) as tags, whereas, History and Sociology subject tags prefer geographic name terms (subfield Sz terms) for tagging but they don’t prefer chronological terms ($y$) for tagging. Moreover, we found that social taggers don’t prefer chronological terms and form division terms for tagging. Again, social taggers mostly prefer terms from document titles but experts prefer little terms from document titles under three subjects.

7. CONCLUSION

The present study tries to present a subject-wise comparative scenario of social tagging application under social science domain. It is clearly identified that both controlled and uncontrolled vocabularies are mostly different and uncontrolled vocabulary is large and comprised of different terms other than expert terms and title terms which can be investigated in further studies. With the growing information needs of users and speedy growth of social science literature draw challenges among information professional about the subject access of those literature. In pursuance this, it is essential to revise the information organisation process, so an effective and user-centric information organisation can be developed that can augment better subject access as well as information retrieval experiences.

Further, the emergence and popularity of social tagging or social cataloguing indirectly force information scientists to rethink its incorporation in libraries. As a result, many information scientists recommend through their studies how tags can be incorporated into their library OPACs. Though uncontrolled terms majorly differ from controlled terms, those terms facilitate libraries to improve their resource description process by supplementing terms other than expert-generated controlled terms35-36. That means library catalogues would be an environment to introduce ‘hybrid metadata ecology’, which combines controlled vocabularies, classification and folksonomies37. However, by incorporating both controlled and uncontrolled terms, libraries can extend their resource description process and enhance the subject access of social science documents in such a way that they can retrieve social science documents from various search dimensions. Through this way, uncontrolled terms could complement controlled terms and strengthen the capacities of libraries33-38.
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Table 5. Top ten frequent social tags and LCSH descriptors in social science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economics</th>
<th>Social tags</th>
<th>Freq. in soc. tag voc.</th>
<th>Freq. in LCSH term voc.</th>
<th>History</th>
<th>Social tags</th>
<th>Freq. in soc. tag voc.</th>
<th>Freq. in LCSH term voc.</th>
<th>Sociology</th>
<th>Social tags</th>
<th>Freq. in soc. tag voc.</th>
<th>Freq. in LCSH term voc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>economics</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>history</td>
<td>9941</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>non-fiction</td>
<td>863</td>
<td></td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-fiction</td>
<td>838</td>
<td></td>
<td>History</td>
<td>non-fiction</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>sociology</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to-read</td>
<td>564</td>
<td></td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>to-read</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>to-read</td>
<td>622</td>
<td></td>
<td>Social conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>history</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>Economic conditions</td>
<td>American history</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Politics and govt.</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>politics</td>
<td>495</td>
<td></td>
<td>Capitalism</td>
<td>unread</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>World War, 1939-1945</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>467</td>
<td></td>
<td>Race relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>business</td>
<td>393</td>
<td></td>
<td>Economic Policy</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Campaigns</td>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Social aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finance</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Economic History</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Great Britain</td>
<td>Social Science</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>African Americans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capitalism</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>Financial Crises</td>
<td>Military History</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20th Century</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>Unread</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>economy</td>
<td>311</td>
<td></td>
<td>Economic Aspects</td>
<td>US History</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Civil War, 1861-1865</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Society</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>economic history</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Economic Development</td>
<td>20th Century</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>19th Century</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>